
Minimon Worlds TCG Rulebook

Intro/Overview:

The Miniunovus is in chaos, the corrupt organisation called the royal 9 has turned

it into a war. Minimon from different worlds are forced to battle each other to the

death, some Minimon enjoy the taste of death while others try to fight to survive.

It is your job to choose a planet deck to represent and battle other planet decks to

emerge victorious and win the battle.

Setup and battlefield:

The battlefield is made up of card zones cards which you are required to use

during game play

Before you start the game your deck is placed on the deck zone
The world card is placed on world zone

During game play the defender monster are placed on the defender zone
the attacker monsters are placed on the attack zones and supporter monsters are placed on

the support zone

During each players turn, they receive 1 resource token in the form of a star (coins is a good
substitute) . The stars are required to play the monsters and some monsters require more

stars then others. You can only have a maximum of 5 stars at a time.



Card description:

There are different type of cards in Minimon Worlds each with its unique attribute

Monsters

Defender

The Defender monsters helps you defend your planet and monsters, without  a

defender monster on the battlefield, the opponent is free to attack your other

monsters.

Attribute

The defender monsters comes with a shield Attribute with a number on it, that

number represents how many time you can defend, once you use up all the shield

your defender's health is exposed and you cannot defend with that monster and

your opponent is free to attack other monsters or attack the defender monster

until the defender is killed. Your opponent can attack your back row if you choose

not to defend that turn.

Some Defenders come with 2 types of effect abilties, one is the active ability

which when you choose to defend and use a shield, the effect activates. The other

effect is a passive which will automatically activate when you play the defender

and it doesn’t require you to use a shield to use, the effect will remain active until

the monster is removed from the battlefield.

Attacker



The attacker monsters are used to deal damage and attack the opponent, without

attacker monsters you cannot attack anything including the planet

Attribute

The attacker monsters comes with a attack attribute and the number on it

determines how strong the attack is. Your attacker monsters can only attack once

per turn, so if you have 3 attacker monsters on the field, you can attack 3 times.

Supporter

The supporter monsters are used to support your other monsters or make trouble

for the opponent. The supporters will always have an effect

Attribute

The supporter monsters comes with a support attribute with a number on it and

can be used on either players turn. Using the support will activate the monsters

effect.

Unlike the attacker and defender monsters, you can freely remove the supporter

monster from the battlefield on your turn and replace it with another supporter, if

you place back down the monster you removed again, your support is refreshed



and you can use it again

Tools

Tools are used to give your monsters a helping hand or to cripple your opponent 

Attachment

Attachments are used to increase the strength of your monsters, you are able to

equip an attachment card to you monster on your turn by placing the card under

the monster card like this

Quick play

Quick play tools can be used on either players turn and its effect activates once it

is played



if multiple quick plays or card effects are used at the same time during a turn, it

starts a chain reaction and the last card being played will have its effect used

first.

Worlds

The worlds are your main cards and remains at your side throughout the game

You can only have one world card by your side. Each world card has a different

attribute that effects your monsters and sometimes game play. Each world offers

a different game play style so no matter which world you choose, your game play

is different. You can only use monsters associated with the world you are using.

Example, you cannot use Elendrall monsters with the Mazaric world.

Your world also represents the players life points (hearts), you will need to protect

your lifepoints by playing monsters. If you have no monsters on the field, the

opponent is free to attack your world with their attacker monsters.

The monsters can only attack the world once per turn and only 1 monster can



attack it, no matter how strong the attacker monster is, it will always deal 1

damage to the world card. 1 damage = 1 heart

World game play description

As mentioned above, each world card plays differently to other worlds

Elendrall

Elendrall is the home of elemental monsters, this world gains an extra card type

called Land

Land

When you have a land card in your hand, on your turn place it on the extra zone,

the land card can effect all of your monsters of the same type

Take Volcano land for example. Its type is fire so only fire monsters can benefit

from its effect.

The land effects only monsters on your side, unless an effect tells you otherwise.

If the opponent is also using a Elendrall deck, they wont gain the same benefits.

On your turn, you can freely replace the land card with another land card however,

if you replace the land card, the previous card goes to the dead zone.



Mazaric

Mazaric is the home of wizards, spellcasters and magical beings. With this world

you are able to equipped your monsters with spell cards and it is the only world

where you can equip 2 attachment cards on 1 monster at once

1 spell card and normal attachment card 

With spell cards once you use the effect of that card, it is removed from that

monster and sent to the dead zone.

Undeos

Undeos is the undead world, home of vampires, gouls and zombies.

All of your monsters that were killed are able to be revived and placed back onto

the battlefield on your next turn. However you must have an empty monster zone

to be able to revive the killed monster, if you are unable to then their revive effect

is cancelled



Each monster has an extra icon on their card 

Depending on how many are on the monster card determines how many times

that monster can be revived until it is permanently killed

You do not need to spend any stars to revive the monsters that are using this icon

Borroka

Borroka is home of all combative type monsters such as martial artists, soldiers,

thieves and weaponry beings

Each monster comes with an additional icon

All melee monsters uses the sword icon while all range monster uses the bow icon

As long as you have a melee monster on the battlefield, the opponent cannot

attack any other monsters except the melee monsters. The range monsters are

able to bypass the opponents defender monster and attack the attacker and

supporter monsters

Only attacker and supporter monsters are able to have the sword and bow icon

and your defender cannot 



Orbling 

Orbling is home of the tiny orb shaped monsters called the orblings, you are able

to play monsters from your hand without paying its star cost if you kill an

opponents monster with any card

In addition, the extra zone can be used to play another attacker monster, so you

can have 4 attacker monsters on the battlefield at once.

Vilonvi

Vilonvi is home to all the light and dark monsters such as angels and demons

A light and dark monsters are able to fuse together and become a stronger

monster 

Each monster has an icon to represent their type

You can play the fusion monster from your hand by sacrificing the monsters that

are either on the battlefield or in your hand, the sacrificed monsters are then sent

to the dead zone.



Techenence

Techenence is home to all things tech and robotics

Some monsters are able to be upgraded by having the required cards.

 

The upgraded monsters are placed face down on the extra zone at the start of the

game. When you have the required cards you can then select the upgraded

monster from the extra zone and place it onto the battlefield. The upgrade

monster will usually have a level next to its name

To be able to upgrade you must have the required monster on the battlefield with

this icon

and an upgrade quick play card in your hand

you can only upgrade a monster on your turn only.



Arusite

Arusite is home to the abomination parasite which are very hard to kill.

Most of the monsters have 0 health but they cannot be killed by attacker monsters

in battle. The only way to kill these monsters are by their own effect or by an

effect of another card, Quick play, attachments and monster effects will be able to

kill them too.

Royal Palace

Royal Palace is the home to the royal 9 and other monsters, the royal 9 are the

most powerful cards in the game

All royal 9 monster cards require 5 stars to play, although once you have 5

different royal 9 monsters in play, you automatically win the game. Although its

quite difficult to play 5 different royal 9 monsters at once 



Gameplay

Game play are in the form of phases and turns, the diagram below will help you

out during the game.
Rock paper scissors decides who goes first

The first player to start the game requires a different format before both players

can use the normal round format

Start up 

Both players draw 5 cards before beginning the game and receives 1 free star

each.

Player 1:
Draw phase: Player 1 draws a card

Resource phase: Player 1 receives a star
Main phase: Player 1 can spend stars to play monsters but cannot attack, defend, support or

use its abilities except passive abilities this turn

End phase: Player 1 ends the turn

The normal phases now starts from player 2

Player 2:
Draw phase: Player 2 draws a card

Resource phase: Player 2 receives a star
Main phase: Player 2 can spend stars to play monsters and can use attachment and quickplay

cards this phase
Main phase 2: Player 2 can use their support monster's effect (during this phase player 1 can

use quickplay and support monsters)
Battle phase: 

Start step: Player 2 is free to attack (during this phase player 1 can use quickplay and
support/defend monsters)

Damage step: the players calculate the damage of the monsters that battled during this phase 
end step: 

End phase: Player 2 ends the turn and the normal phase starts again with player 1

Game End Conditions:

The first player to lose all 3 hearts is the loser and also the player who is unable to

draw any more cards on their next turn will also lose the game. There are also

card effects that can make a player win/lose the game


